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QUESTION 1

A solution developer is implementing a message flow that transforms XML payment messages. Each payment message
includes many individual payment transaction records. Each transaction record has a summary section and a details
section. For the mapping, only fields from the summary section are required. 

What should the developer do to tune the performance of the message flow? 

A. Configure opaque elements in the parser options of the MQInput node. 

B. Configure the MQInput node to use the BLOB domain and then use string functions to implement to the mapping. 

C. Use XPATH instead of ESQL to map the required elements of the message. 

D. Select the option to "Build tree with XML schema data types" in the parser options of the MQInput node. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A solution developer needs to implement a message flow to integrate with a Telecommunications Short Message
Service (SMS) serverwhich usesthe Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) over a socket layer. The message
flow starts with an MQinput node which accepts the XML input message that contains the SMS details. The message is
routed to a Compute node to compose the SNMP format as expected by the SMS service. 

Which node should the developer use to send the SNMP data? 

A. TCPIPClientOutput 

B. TCPIPClientReceive 

C. TCPIPServerOutput 

D. TCPIPServerReceive 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A solution developer has created the flow shown in the exhibit below. The purpose of the flow is to receive notification
messages, transform the message payload and send the messages via MQ to the Portal and DataWareHouse (DWH)
systems. The developer has also implemented logic to handle various scenarios in the flow in order to trigger alerts on
either theNOTIFICATION.CATCHor theNOTIFICATION.FAILqueue which are both monitored by operation support. 
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The following parameters and settings apply: 

All messages processed by the flow are not-persistent messages. The transaction mode in
theNOTIFICATION.REQUESTMQInput node has been set toYes. The transaction mode in theDWH.QRMQOutput node
has been sent toNo. During an MQ maintenance outage one of the destination queues,DWH.QR, was deleted by
mistake. The next messagethat was processed caused an exception in theDWH.QRMQOutput node. 

In this scenario, how many messages are sent out by the flow and to which queues? 

A. One message sent to NOTIFICATION.CATCH. 

B. One message sent to NOTIFICATION.FAIL. 

C. One message sent to PORTAL.QR. One message sent to NOTIFICATION.CATCH. 

D. One message sent to PORTAL.QR. One message sent to NOTIFICATION.FAIL. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A solution developer needs to developa generic message handler that is common to all applications and message flows.
The message handler parses a complex file than contains healthcare records and extracts Patient Eligibility requests.
The developer wants to make and deploy changes to the message handler without redeploying all the message flows. 

How should the developer define the Integration Bus artifacts? 

Define the message handler as: 

A. a subflow in a library and define the message flows as services that reference the library. 

B. a subflow in a library and define the message flows as applications that reference the library. 

C. a subflow in a library and define the message flows as independent resources that reference the library. 

D. an integrationservice and define the message flows as applications that reference the integration service. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 5

In a data analysis project, a set of sample XML documents are analyzed according to: 

A. business rules. 

B. a validation stylesheet. 

C. the content of the data. 

D. the structure of the schema. 

Correct Answer: C 
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